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# 121 - S P 1SVSRF NVYW - R1SB FP NQ 1 2NFLRSWXN FR P �����E" ��?B.;9 D,4 �� r m(q

$ ESVO ? ? 1SB FP XNQ VW VFRW VNTXFW  1 2NFLRSWXN FR P ��� (> ��� (> r m -q

% SGFW ? ? 1SB <��� �+������ <��� �+������ 4 FG 3 r m q

& FU FXM 1 B62 - 1SQGS 7NX ��� J19�AB689 ��� J19�AB689 4 FG ? r m q

' FRXM V 4YWNSR ? ? 1SB <��� J19 <��� J19 4 FG r m q

( 1 B62 - 1 WX <��� J19�AB689 <��� J19�AB689 r m q

) 8 VF ? ? 1SB WWF ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG r m q

* Y WX ? ? 1SB V 1 skbla �� D,4 �	0#�
� �� r m q

+ GGSXX FP NQ ? ? 1SB FWWF @2���� �+������ @2���� �+������ r m ,q

#" ?NQTP F 1 B62 - 2NV X ��� �� D,4 �� 4 FG ? r m -q

## P ? ? 1SB WX �����E" �� D,4 �� G!F G!F r m -q

#$ VNQ VI WNLR 8XI 1 B62 - L R WNL FP NQ 1 FWWF ��� 'H1�9 ��� 'H19 G!F G!F r m q

#% DT VX DTV WW ? ? 1SB X WX @2���� J19 @2���� J19 3 r m q

#& 0NS4NV 1 B62 - WX <��� �� <��� J19. 4 FG 4, r m q

#' YPF ? ? 1S WX ��� J19 ��� J19 r m q

#( VONR3PQ V 1SVSRF NVYW Y P N NI 2 X XNSR 7NX �7$������� 'H19 �7-$��� J19�'H19 4 FG r m (q

#) PPNRS1SB X WX ��� J19�'H19 ��� J19�'H19 r m )q

#* FP NQ 4PYSV W RX 1 7NX KSV 2 X XNRL ? ? - R1SB =���� �� =���� 'H19�AB689 G!F r m q

#+ 62 C 1 B62 - ��� J19 ��� J19 4 G r m q

$" 5 1SB 3 X RI I FR P WWF ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG 3 r m q

$# Y9S2 ? ? 1SB WWF ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG r m q

$$ 6 WXFX 2 WTNVFXSV ? ? 1SB FR P D,4 ��?B.;9 D,4 �� 4 G 3 r m q

$% 1 B - 62 FWWF ��� J19 ��� J19 r(m q

$& 0NS5D ? ? 1SB FL RXW KSV 02 9 D ? WX Q ��� J19 ��� J19 r(m q

$' 63? ? ? 1SB WWF 8YQNR 1SVTSVFXNSR ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG r(m q

$( ? N R1 PP ? ? 1SB 1SVSRF NVYW FP XNQ 1 U 1  2 X XNSR 7NX ��� J19 ��� J19 r(m q

$) 8SLN ?QFVX 1SVSRF NVYW 2NW FW - 1 B62 - 7NX ��� (>�AB689�J19�J5 ��� (>�AB689�J19�J5 G!F r(m q

$* 5RSQ L R 1 B62 - 2NLNXFP 1 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� 'H19 ��� 'H19 r(m q

$+ ?QFVX 2 X X ? ? 1SB V 1 7NX ��� J19 ��� J19 4 G 3 r(m q

%" 02 ? ? 1SB FL RXW KSV 02 9 D ? WX Q ��� J19 ��� J19 r(m,q

%# YFRXNBNVYW ? ? 1SB WX ONX @2���� (> @2���� (> 4 FG 3 r(m,q

%$ N 9 1 B62 - 2 X XNSR 7NX &/ 'H19 =���� 'H19 4 G r(m q

%% ? ? 1SB 4PYSV W RX 1 7NX 9F YVF 0NSX MRSPSL ��� 'H19 ��� J19�'H19 4 FG 3 r(m )q

%& 5? 1 B62 - 1 76 ��� �� ��� J19�'H19 4 FG 3 r(m q

%' 1YVFXN 7SV F ? ? 1S WWF ��� %C9 D,4 �� r(m q

%( 4SWYR 1 B62 - 1 2 X XNSR 7NX ? ? )19�(> ? ? tonp )19�(> 4 FG 3 r(m q

%) 5 R 4NRI V 1 B62 - PYW FP QT 7NX ��� �� ��� J19�'H19�(> 4 FG 3 r(m ,q

%* MS RN 2 - 1SB D,4 J5�J19�'H19�AB689 D,4 J19�'H19�AB689 4 G 3 r(m q

%+ PPTP - R1SB WWF @2���� (> D,4 J19�(> 4 G 3 r(m q

&" FP?XFV ? ? 1SB 1 7NXW A ? <���K*I�:L �+������ <���K*I�:L J19 4 G 3 r(m q

&# ? 2 2 9 R1SB FP NQ 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� J19�(> ��� J19�(> 4 G 3 r(m q

&$ A 1 B62 - 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� J19�(> ��� J19�(> 4 FG r(m q

&% M SRN 1 B62 - 92 WWF �7$��� J19 ? ? J19 r(m -q

&& 8FG5YR 1 B62 - 1 7NX ��� J19�(> ��� J19�(> 4 G 3 r(m -q

&' 0NS4NV WTNVFXSV FR P �7$��� J19 D,4 �� G!F G!F r)m q

&( 0NS FI ? ? 1SB II 1 WX @2���� J19 D,4 �� r)m q

&) S P 1SVSRF NVYW - R1SB Y P N NI 2NFLRSWXN 7NX 1 4PYSV W R VSGNRL ��� J19 D,4 �� 4 FG r)m(q

&* 4 2 ? ? 1SB <��� �+������ D,4 �� 4 FG r)m)q

&+ ? ? 1 B 53 3 �7$��� J19 �7$��� J19 4 G 3 r)m q

'" ?M VPS O 1 6? ? ? 1SB 7NX ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG r)m q

'# 6 ? ? 1SB 1 WX &/ J19�(> &/ J19�(> r)m q

'$ YXL VW 1PNRN FP 5 RSQN W 8FGSVFXSV FU FXM ? ? 1SB WWF �����E" J19 �����E" D,4 J19 �� 4 FG ? r)m q

'% YN O ? ? 1SB V 1 7NX ��� (> ��� (> r)m q

'& 5RSQ L R 1 B62 - U 1 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� 'H19 ��� J19�'H19 r)m,q

'' PNRNX Q ? ? 1SB FWWF @2������7$��� 3������� @2���� J19 4 G r)m q

'( ST 1 B62 - U 1 9YPXN 7NX @2���� J19�'H19 @2���� J19�'H19 4 G 3 r)m q

') 8NR F 1 B62 - WWF 7NX ��� J19 D,4 �� ? r)m q

'* S P 1 B62 - 2 X XNSR 7NX &/ J19�(> &/ J19�'H19�(> 4 G r)m (q

'+ TXNQF ? ? 1SB FWWF �7$��� J19 D,4 �� G!F G!F r)m (q

(" WWYVFR ? ? 1SB FR P ��� J19�'H19 ��� J19�'H19 r)m )q

(# 4YPL RX 1 B62 - G 1 WX skblagiehf dc e �� D,4 �� r)m )q

($ 8 VF 2NV X ? ? 1SB WWF �7$��� J19 �7$��� J19�'H19 4 FG r)m ,q

(% 1 B62 - FTNI 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� J19�(> ��� J19�(> 4 FG r)m q

(& 2NF P S P 1SVSRF NVYW - R1SB 2 X XNSR 7NX ? ? J19�(> ? ? J19 4 F r)m q

(' 0NS1SV - R1SB FP NQ 1 7NX ��� (> D,4 �� 4 G r)m q
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) 8 VF ? ? 1SB WWF ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG r m q

* Y WX ? ? 1SB V 1 skbla �� D,4 �	0#�
� �� r m q

+ GGSXX FP NQ ? ? 1SB FWWF @2���� �+������ @2���� �+������ r m ,q

#" ?NQTP F 1 B62 - 2NV X ��� �� D,4 �� 4 FG ? r m -q

## P ? ? 1SB WX �����E" �� D,4 �� G!F G!F r m -q

#$ VNQ VI WNLR 8XI 1 B62 - L R WNL FP NQ 1 FWWF ��� 'H1�9 ��� 'H19 G!F G!F r m q

#% DT VX DTV WW ? ? 1SB X WX @2���� J19 @2���� J19 3 r m q

#& 0NS4NV 1 B62 - WX <��� �� <��� J19. 4 FG 4, r m q

#' YPF ? ? 1S WX ��� J19 ��� J19 r m q

#( VONR3PQ V 1SVSRF NVYW Y P N NI 2 X XNSR 7NX �7$������� 'H19 �7-$��� J19�'H19 4 FG r m (q

#) PPNRS1SB X WX ��� J19�'H19 ��� J19�'H19 r m )q

#* FP NQ 4PYSV W RX 1 7NX KSV 2 X XNRL ? ? - R1SB =���� �� =���� 'H19�AB689 G!F r m q

#+ 62 C 1 B62 - ��� J19 ��� J19 4 G r m q

$" 5 1SB 3 X RI I FR P WWF ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG 3 r m q

$# Y9S2 ? ? 1SB WWF ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG r m q

$$ 6 WXFX 2 WTNVFXSV ? ? 1SB FR P D,4 ��?B.;9 D,4 �� 4 G 3 r m q

$% 1 B - 62 FWWF ��� J19 ��� J19 r(m q

$& 0NS5D ? ? 1SB FL RXW KSV 02 9 D ? WX Q ��� J19 ��� J19 r(m q

$' 63? ? ? 1SB WWF 8YQNR 1SVTSVFXNSR ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG r(m q

$( ? N R1 PP ? ? 1SB 1SVSRF NVYW FP XNQ 1 U 1  2 X XNSR 7NX ��� J19 ��� J19 r(m q

$) 8SLN ?QFVX 1SVSRF NVYW 2NW FW - 1 B62 - 7NX ��� (>�AB689�J19�J5 ��� (>�AB689�J19�J5 G!F r(m q

$* 5RSQ L R 1 B62 - 2NLNXFP 1 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� 'H19 ��� 'H19 r(m q

$+ ?QFVX 2 X X ? ? 1SB V 1 7NX ��� J19 ��� J19 4 G 3 r(m q

%" 02 ? ? 1SB FL RXW KSV 02 9 D ? WX Q ��� J19 ��� J19 r(m,q

%# YFRXNBNVYW ? ? 1SB WX ONX @2���� (> @2���� (> 4 FG 3 r(m,q

%$ N 9 1 B62 - 2 X XNSR 7NX &/ 'H19 =���� 'H19 4 G r(m q

%% ? ? 1SB 4PYSV W RX 1 7NX 9F YVF 0NSX MRSPSL ��� 'H19 ��� J19�'H19 4 FG 3 r(m )q

%& 5? 1 B62 - 1 76 ��� �� ��� J19�'H19 4 FG 3 r(m q

%' 1YVFXN 7SV F ? ? 1S WWF ��� %C9 D,4 �� r(m q

%( 4SWYR 1 B62 - 1 2 X XNSR 7NX ? ? )19�(> ? ? tonp )19�(> 4 FG 3 r(m q

%) 5 R 4NRI V 1 B62 - PYW FP QT 7NX ��� �� ��� J19�'H19�(> 4 FG 3 r(m ,q

%* MS RN 2 - 1SB D,4 J5�J19�'H19�AB689 D,4 J19�'H19�AB689 4 G 3 r(m q

%+ PPTP - R1SB WWF @2���� (> D,4 J19�(> 4 G 3 r(m q

&" FP?XFV ? ? 1SB 1 7NXW A ? <���K*I�:L �+������ <���K*I�:L J19 4 G 3 r(m q

&# ? 2 2 9 R1SB FP NQ 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� J19�(> ��� J19�(> 4 G 3 r(m q

&$ A 1 B62 - 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� J19�(> ��� J19�(> 4 FG r(m q

&% M SRN 1 B62 - 92 WWF �7$��� J19 ? ? J19 r(m -q

&& 8FG5YR 1 B62 - 1 7NX ��� J19�(> ��� J19�(> 4 G 3 r(m -q

&' 0NS4NV WTNVFXSV FR P �7$��� J19 D,4 �� G!F G!F r)m q

&( 0NS FI ? ? 1SB II 1 WX @2���� J19 D,4 �� r)m q

&) S P 1SVSRF NVYW - R1SB Y P N NI 2NFLRSWXN 7NX 1 4PYSV W R VSGNRL ��� J19 D,4 �� 4 FG r)m(q

&* 4 2 ? ? 1SB <��� �+������ D,4 �� 4 FG r)m)q

&+ ? ? 1 B 53 3 �7$��� J19 �7$��� J19 4 G 3 r)m q

'" ?M VPS O 1 6? ? ? 1SB 7NX ��� J19 ��� J19 4 FG r)m q

'# 6 ? ? 1SB 1 WX &/ J19�(> &/ J19�(> r)m q

'$ YXL VW 1PNRN FP 5 RSQN W 8FGSVFXSV FU FXM ? ? 1SB WWF �����E" J19 �����E" D,4 J19 �� 4 FG ? r)m q

'% YN O ? ? 1SB V 1 7NX ��� (> ��� (> r)m q

'& 5RSQ L R 1 B62 - U 1 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� 'H19 ��� J19�'H19 r)m,q

'' PNRNX Q ? ? 1SB FWWF @2������7$��� 3������� @2���� J19 4 G r)m q

'( ST 1 B62 - U 1 9YPXN 7NX @2���� J19�'H19 @2���� J19�'H19 4 G 3 r)m q

') 8NR F 1 B62 - WWF 7NX ��� J19 D,4 �� ? r)m q

'* S P 1 B62 - 2 X XNSR 7NX &/ J19�(> &/ J19�'H19�(> 4 G r)m (q

'+ TXNQF ? ? 1SB FWWF �7$��� J19 D,4 �� G!F G!F r)m (q

(" WWYVFR ? ? 1SB FR P ��� J19�'H19 ��� J19�'H19 r)m )q

(# 4YPL RX 1 B62 - G 1 WX skblagiehf dc e �� D,4 �� r)m )q

($ 8 VF 2NV X ? ? 1SB WWF �7$��� J19 �7$��� J19�'H19 4 FG r)m ,q

(% 1 B62 - FTNI 2 X XNSR 7NX ��� J19�(> ��� J19�(> 4 FG r)m q

(& 2NF P S P 1SVSRF NVYW - R1SB 2 X XNSR 7NX ? ? J19�(> ? ? J19 4 F r)m q
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4) Testing Capabilities  
Briefly describe current sample throughput capacity, total time required to perform 
the test (from clinical specimen collection, specimen transport to result), and 
number of tests that can be performed per instrument run and per day. 

5) Reagent Stability:  
Briefly describe stability test plan for [test name] reagents and include any 
accelerated stability information if available. Please note that reagent stability 
studies do not need to be completed at the time of EUA issuance, however the study 
design should be agreed upon during interactive review and the stability studies 
started immediately following authorization, if not before. When designing your 
stability study, we have some general recommendations that are outlined in 
Appendix B, for your consideration. 

J. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Please refer to the Appendix Section for additional information and/or bridging study 
recommendations for claiming multiple target analytes, or additional RT-PCR 
instruments and/or extraction methods. The following validation studies should be 
performed during your assay development: 

1) Limit of Detection (LoD) - Analytical Sensitivity: 
 

You should determine the LoD of the device utilizing the entire test system from 
sample preparation to detection.  It is acceptable to spike RNA or inactivated virus 
into artificial or real clinical matrix (e.g., BAL fluid, sputum, etc.) for LoD 
determination. It is recommended that laboratories should test a 2-3 fold dilution 
series of three replicates per concentration, and then confirm the final 
concentration with 20 replicates. FDA defines LoD as the lowest concentration at 
which 19/20 replicates are positive. If multiple clinical matrices are intended for 
clinical testing, laboratories should submit the results from one representative of 
each claimed clinical matrix to FDA. For example, if testing respiratory specimens 
(e.g., sputum, BAL, nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs, etc.), please submit results from 
one upper respiratory matrix and one lower respiratory matrix. If needed, we 
recommend that you follow the most current version of the CLSI standard, 
Evaluation of Detection Capability for Clinical Laboratory Measurement 
Procedures (CLSI EP17).  
 
[Please describe in abbreviated form your LoD study, the specific material used 
(e.g., live or in-activated viral stocks, viral RNA), and the LoD (with appropriate 
units) for your assay]  
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Staphylococcus epidermis 
Staphylococcus salivarius 
 

* For wet testing, concentrations of 106 CFU/ml or higher for bacteria and 105 pfu/ml or 
higher for viruses is recommended. 

 
b) Microbial Interference Studies: If in silico analysis reveals ≥ 80% homology 

between the cross-reactivity microorganisms and your test primers/ probe(s), we 
recommend that you either perform (1) a microbial interference study with 
SARS-CoV-2 and the microorganisms that your test primers/ probe(s) have 
homology to, (2) as an alternative to the microbial interference study, you may 
provide justification as to why (e.g., amount of primer(s)/ probe(s) included in 
your master mix) the performance of your test would not be impacted by the 
presence of a causative agent of a clinically significant co-infection, or (3) explain 
why the in silico results are clinically irrelevant (e.g., low prevalence of MERS-
CoV, etc.).  In the case of the microbial interference study, interference should 
be evaluated using samples spiked at a low (3x LoD) SARS-CoV-2 concentration 
and a high interferent level (either microorganisms or nucleic acids purified 
from them), to represent the worst-case scenario, with a minimum of 3 replicates.  
If you plan to claim more than one type of clinical matrix, please note that if 
significant differences in LoD are observed for the different clinical matrices this 
may warrant this study being performed in more than one clinical matrix. If the 
LoDs are similar in the claimed clinical matrices the study should be performed 
in the most challenging matrix, i.e., sputum. In addition, if you are claiming 
blood and non-blood clinical specimens you may be required to perform this 
study in more than one clinical matrix. If interference is observed at the level 
tested, an additional titration study should be performed to determine the 
highest microorganism interferent level the your test can tolerate. 
 

c) Endogenous Interference Substances Studies: The extent of testing for endogenous 
interference substances depends on the matrix that is claimed for the device as 
well as on the technology of the device, e.g., if a nucleic extraction procedure is 
performed prior to testing or not.  For EUA we do not typically ask for 
interference studies for tests that use conventional PCR and/or well-established 
extraction methods prior to testing (e.g., Boom method and column-based 
extraction methods). If your test uses extraction methods not previous reviewed 
by FDA as part of premarket submission. For tests that do not use extraction 
procedures or extraction procedures that are new or for nucleic acid-based 
technologies that are different from conventional PCR (e.g., various isothermal 
methods), we expect testing of potential interferents. Please contact FDA to 
discuss the appropriate study designs.   

4) Clinical Evaluation: 
   
Use of natural clinical specimens is preferable for the clinical evaluation. If you 
are able to secure natural clinical specimens, please contact FDA to discuss the 
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appropriate comparator method. In the absence of known positive samples 
available for testing, you should confirm the performance of your assay with a 
series of contrived clinical specimens by testing a minimum of 30 contrived 
reactive specimens and 30 non-reactive specimens in a randomized blinded 
fashion. Contrived reactive specimens can be created by spiking RNA or 
inactivated virus into leftover individual clinical specimens representing unique 
patients. If claiming multiple specimen types, you should perform the contrived 
clinical testing described above for one representative upper respiratory tract 
matrix and one representative lower respiratory tract matrix. Please note the 
representative matrix should be the most challenging. Twenty of the contrived 
clinical specimens should be spiked at a concentration of 1x-2x LoD, with the 
remainder of specimens spanning the assay testing range. FDA defines the 
acceptance criteria for the performance as 95% agreement at 1x-2x LoD, and 
100% agreement at all other concentrations and for negative specimens. 

 

K. UNMET NEED ADDRESSED BY THE PRODUCT  
 
This section will be completed by FDA.  

L. APPROVED/CLEARED ALTERNATIVE PRODUCTS 
 
Currently no methods for the detection of the SARS-CoV-2 have been approved/ cleared 
by FDA. 
 

M. BENEFITS AND RISKS: 
   
This section will be completed by FDA. 
 

N. FACT SHEET FOR HEALTHCARE PROVIDERS AND PATIENTS: 
 
Include proposed Fact Sheets for Patients and Healthcare Providers - see examples 
for authorized EUA tests on our website and templates will be made available. 
 

O. INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE/ PROPOSED LABELING/PACKAGE INSERT: 
 
Include Instructions for Use, Box Labels, Vial Labels and any other proposed 
labeling. 
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Staphylococcus epidermis 
Staphylococcus salivarius 
 

* For wet testing, concentrations of 106 CFU/ml or higher for bacteria and 105 pfu/ml or 
higher for viruses is recommended. 

 
b) Microbial Interference Studies: If in silico analysis reveals ≥ 80% homology 

between the cross-reactivity microorganisms and your test primers/ probe(s), we 
recommend that you either perform (1) a microbial interference study with 
SARS-CoV-2 and the microorganisms that your test primers/ probe(s) have 
homology to, (2) as an alternative to the microbial interference study, you may 
provide justification as to why (e.g., amount of primer(s)/ probe(s) included in 
your master mix) the performance of your test would not be impacted by the 
presence of a causative agent of a clinically significant co-infection, or (3) explain 
why the in silico results are clinically irrelevant (e.g., low prevalence of MERS-
CoV, etc.).  In the case of the microbial interference study, interference should 
be evaluated using samples spiked at a low (3x LoD) SARS-CoV-2 concentration 
and a high interferent level (either microorganisms or nucleic acids purified 
from them), to represent the worst-case scenario, with a minimum of 3 replicates.  
If you plan to claim more than one type of clinical matrix, please note that if 
significant differences in LoD are observed for the different clinical matrices this 
may warrant this study being performed in more than one clinical matrix. If the 
LoDs are similar in the claimed clinical matrices the study should be performed 
in the most challenging matrix, i.e., sputum. In addition, if you are claiming 
blood and non-blood clinical specimens you may be required to perform this 
study in more than one clinical matrix. If interference is observed at the level 
tested, an additional titration study should be performed to determine the 
highest microorganism interferent level the your test can tolerate. 
 

c) Endogenous Interference Substances Studies: The extent of testing for endogenous 
interference substances depends on the matrix that is claimed for the device as 
well as on the technology of the device, e.g., if a nucleic extraction procedure is 
performed prior to testing or not.  For EUA we do not typically ask for 
interference studies for tests that use conventional PCR and/or well-established 
extraction methods prior to testing (e.g., Boom method and column-based 
extraction methods). If your test uses extraction methods not previous reviewed 
by FDA as part of premarket submission. For tests that do not use extraction 
procedures or extraction procedures that are new or for nucleic acid-based 
technologies that are different from conventional PCR (e.g., various isothermal 
methods), we expect testing of potential interferents. Please contact FDA to 
discuss the appropriate study designs.   

4) Clinical Evaluation: 
   
Use of natural clinical specimens is preferable for the clinical evaluation. If you 
are able to secure natural clinical specimens, please contact FDA to discuss the 
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4) Testing Capabilities  
Briefly describe current sample throughput capacity, total time required to perform 
the test (from clinical specimen collection, specimen transport to result), and 
number of tests that can be performed per instrument run and per day. 

5) Reagent Stability:  
Briefly describe stability test plan for [test name] reagents and include any 
accelerated stability information if available. Please note that reagent stability 
studies do not need to be completed at the time of EUA issuance, however the study 
design should be agreed upon during interactive review and the stability studies 
started immediately following authorization, if not before. When designing your 
stability study, we have some general recommendations that are outlined in 
Appendix B, for your consideration. 

J. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Please refer to the Appendix Section for additional information and/or bridging study 
recommendations for claiming multiple target analytes, or additional RT-PCR 
instruments and/or extraction methods. The following validation studies should be 
performed during your assay development: 

1) Limit of Detection (LoD) - Analytical Sensitivity: 
 

You should determine the LoD of the device utilizing the entire test system from 
sample preparation to detection.  It is acceptable to spike RNA or inactivated virus 
into artificial or real clinical matrix (e.g., BAL fluid, sputum, etc.) for LoD 
determination. It is recommended that laboratories should test a 2-3 fold dilution 
series of three replicates per concentration, and then confirm the final 
concentration with 20 replicates. FDA defines LoD as the lowest concentration at 
which 19/20 replicates are positive. If multiple clinical matrices are intended for 
clinical testing, laboratories should submit the results from one representative of 
each claimed clinical matrix to FDA. For example, if testing respiratory specimens 
(e.g., sputum, BAL, nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs, etc.), please submit results from 
one upper respiratory matrix and one lower respiratory matrix. If needed, we 
recommend that you follow the most current version of the CLSI standard, 
Evaluation of Detection Capability for Clinical Laboratory Measurement 
Procedures (CLSI EP17).  
 
[Please describe in abbreviated form your LoD study, the specific material used 
(e.g., live or in-activated viral stocks, viral RNA), and the LoD (with appropriate 
units) for your assay]  
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You should determine the LoD of the device utilizing the entire test system from 
sample preparation to detection.  It is acceptable to spike RNA or inactivated virus 
into artificial or real clinical matrix (e.g., BAL fluid, sputum, etc.) for LoD 
determination. It is recommended that laboratories should test a 2-3 fold dilution 
series of three replicates per concentration, and then confirm the final 
concentration with 20 replicates. FDA defines LoD as the lowest concentration at 
which 19/20 replicates are positive. If multiple clinical matrices are intended for 
clinical testing, laboratories should submit the results from one representative of 
each claimed clinical matrix to FDA. For example, if testing respiratory specimens 
(e.g., sputum, BAL, nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs, etc.), please submit results from 
one upper respiratory matrix and one lower respiratory matrix. If needed, we 
recommend that you follow the most current version of the CLSI standard, 
Evaluation of Detection Capability for Clinical Laboratory Measurement 
Procedures (CLSI EP17).  
 
[Please describe in abbreviated form your LoD study, the specific material used 
(e.g., live or in-activated viral stocks, viral RNA), and the LoD (with appropriate 
units) for your assay]  
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clinically relevant co-infections by testing selected microorganisms commonly found in 
respiratory tract in the presence of SARS-CoV-2 at low concentration. The interference 
should be evaluated testing at a minimum 3 replicates of each sample spiked at a low 
(≤3x LoD) SARS-CoV-2 concentration and a high interferent level (preferably 
microorganisms), to represent the worst-case scenario. The interferent microorganisms 
can be tested individually or as a pool (of four or five) in the presence of low 
concentration of SARS-CoV-2. Each microorganism of a pool should be tested 
individually, if that pool shows interference. If you plan to claim both upper and lower 
respiratory clinical specimens, the study should be performed in the most challenging 
specimen matrix, i.e., sputum. If interference is observed at the level tested, an 
additional titration study should be performed to determine the highest microorganism 
interferent level your test can tolerate. 
 
Endogenous Interference Substances Studies: The extent of testing for endogenous 
interference substances depends on the matrix that is claimed for the device as well as 
on the technology of the device, e.g., if a nucleic acid extraction procedure is 
performed prior to testing or not.  If your test uses extraction methods not previous 
reviewed by FDA as part of premarket submission or the test does not use an extraction 
procedure, we recommend testing of potential interferents. Please contact FDA to 
discuss the appropriate study designs.   

4) Clinical Evaluation: 
FDA recommends using natural clinical specimens in the clinical evaluation. Please 
refer to the following table for additional information regarding clinical study design: 
 
Note: Clinical study recommendations listed in the table below do not apply to claims 
for testing asymptomatic individuals/screening and to saliva or other alternative 
respiratory specimen type claims.  
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Staphylococcus epidermis 
Staphylococcus salivarius 
 

* For wet testing, concentrations of 106 CFU/ml or higher for bacteria and 105 pfu/ml or 
higher for viruses is recommended. 

 
b) Microbial Interference Studies: If in silico analysis reveals ≥ 80% homology 

between the cross-reactivity microorganisms and your test primers/ probe(s), we 
recommend that you either perform (1) a microbial interference study with 
SARS-CoV-2 and the microorganisms that your test primers/ probe(s) have 
homology to, (2) as an alternative to the microbial interference study, you may 
provide justification as to why (e.g., amount of primer(s)/ probe(s) included in 
your master mix) the performance of your test would not be impacted by the 
presence of a causative agent of a clinically significant co-infection, or (3) explain 
why the in silico results are clinically irrelevant (e.g., low prevalence of MERS-
CoV, etc.).  In the case of the microbial interference study, interference should 
be evaluated using samples spiked at a low (3x LoD) SARS-CoV-2 concentration 
and a high interferent level (either microorganisms or nucleic acids purified 
from them), to represent the worst-case scenario, with a minimum of 3 replicates.  
If you plan to claim more than one type of clinical matrix, please note that if 
significant differences in LoD are observed for the different clinical matrices this 
may warrant this study being performed in more than one clinical matrix. If the 
LoDs are similar in the claimed clinical matrices the study should be performed 
in the most challenging matrix, i.e., sputum. In addition, if you are claiming 
blood and non-blood clinical specimens you may be required to perform this 
study in more than one clinical matrix. If interference is observed at the level 
tested, an additional titration study should be performed to determine the 
highest microorganism interferent level the your test can tolerate. 
 

c) Endogenous Interference Substances Studies: The extent of testing for endogenous 
interference substances depends on the matrix that is claimed for the device as 
well as on the technology of the device, e.g., if a nucleic extraction procedure is 
performed prior to testing or not.  For EUA we do not typically ask for 
interference studies for tests that use conventional PCR and/or well-established 
extraction methods prior to testing (e.g., Boom method and column-based 
extraction methods). If your test uses extraction methods not previous reviewed 
by FDA as part of premarket submission. For tests that do not use extraction 
procedures or extraction procedures that are new or for nucleic acid-based 
technologies that are different from conventional PCR (e.g., various isothermal 
methods), we expect testing of potential interferents. Please contact FDA to 
discuss the appropriate study designs.   

4) Clinical Evaluation: 
   
Use of natural clinical specimens is preferable for the clinical evaluation. If you 
are able to secure natural clinical specimens, please contact FDA to discuss the 
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4) Testing Capabilities  
Briefly describe current sample throughput capacity, total time required to perform 
the test (from clinical specimen collection, specimen transport to result), and 
number of tests that can be performed per instrument run and per day. 

5) Reagent Stability:  
Briefly describe stability test plan for [test name] reagents and include any 
accelerated stability information if available. Please note that reagent stability 
studies do not need to be completed at the time of EUA issuance, however the study 
design should be agreed upon during interactive review and the stability studies 
started immediately following authorization, if not before. When designing your 
stability study, we have some general recommendations that are outlined in 
Appendix B, for your consideration. 

J. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
Please refer to the Appendix Section for additional information and/or bridging study 
recommendations for claiming multiple target analytes, or additional RT-PCR 
instruments and/or extraction methods. The following validation studies should be 
performed during your assay development: 

1) Limit of Detection (LoD) - Analytical Sensitivity: 
 

You should determine the LoD of the device utilizing the entire test system from 
sample preparation to detection.  It is acceptable to spike RNA or inactivated virus 
into artificial or real clinical matrix (e.g., BAL fluid, sputum, etc.) for LoD 
determination. It is recommended that laboratories should test a 2-3 fold dilution 
series of three replicates per concentration, and then confirm the final 
concentration with 20 replicates. FDA defines LoD as the lowest concentration at 
which 19/20 replicates are positive. If multiple clinical matrices are intended for 
clinical testing, laboratories should submit the results from one representative of 
each claimed clinical matrix to FDA. For example, if testing respiratory specimens 
(e.g., sputum, BAL, nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs, etc.), please submit results from 
one upper respiratory matrix and one lower respiratory matrix. If needed, we 
recommend that you follow the most current version of the CLSI standard, 
Evaluation of Detection Capability for Clinical Laboratory Measurement 
Procedures (CLSI EP17).  
 
[Please describe in abbreviated form your LoD study, the specific material used 
(e.g., live or in-activated viral stocks, viral RNA), and the LoD (with appropriate 
units) for your assay]  
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series of three replicates per concentration, and then confirm the final 
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each claimed clinical matrix to FDA. For example, if testing respiratory specimens 
(e.g., sputum, BAL, nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs, etc.), please submit results from 
one upper respiratory matrix and one lower respiratory matrix. If needed, we 
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Evaluation of Detection Capability for Clinical Laboratory Measurement 
Procedures (CLSI EP17).  
 
[Please describe in abbreviated form your LoD study, the specific material used 
(e.g., live or in-activated viral stocks, viral RNA), and the LoD (with appropriate 
units) for your assay]  
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• Shelf-Life Stability- Unopened kit:  
o You should evaluate real-time kit stability studies with unopened kits stored at 

the claimed storage temperature for your test. 
o Accelerated stability evaluations for unopened kits is acceptable for EUA 

submissions while the real-time studies are on-going. However, please note 
real-time stability data is required to support regular pre-market submissions 
and for the final claim of an EUA. 

• Shipping Stability - Unopened kit: Study should evaluate the anticipated handling and 
shipping times and temperatures expected for unopened kits. 

• In-use/Opened Kit Stability: Depending on your device your stability study design 
should also support in-use stability of the kit reagents once the kit has been opened, 
e.g., storage at 2-8 oC for 7 days. This includes on board stability once reagents have 
been placed on the instrument (if applicable). 

• Inverted stability (if applicable): Study should support inverted stability for of kits. 
• Freeze-thaw Stability: If you recommend aliquoting the reagents to meet the end-

users needs following the initial thaw this recommendation should be supported by a 
freeze-thaw stability study, including the specific number of allowed freeze-thaw 
cycles. 

• FDA analysis recommendations for real time stability studies are as follows:  
o Baseline of the study (t=0 of stability study) should not exceed a month from 

bottling  
o Clear baselines should be described (e.g., a month from bottling) for each stability 

claim under each study  
o Claims should be determined based on regression analysis. Any %change (%shift) 

from time zero (baseline) should be calculated between the target claim and the 
zero-time as (Ttest-Tbaseline)/ Tbaseline*100 with 95%CI using the regression 
equation obtained from plotting the mean values. When formulating your 
acceptance criteria for evaluating the shift from baseline you should consider the 
reproducibility of your device. However, generally, that the shift at the target 
claim due to storage cannot exceed 10-15%. The target stability is the next to last 
tested point that was within +/- 10% of time zero. 

o Acceptance criterion may be different, depending on the test samples analyte 
concentration distribution in the intended use population and the risk, in other 
words, the impact of false results to public health.  

 

J. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
The following validation studies should be performed during your assay development: 

1) Limit of Detection (LoD) - Analytical Sensitivity: 
 
You should determine the LoD of the device utilizing the entire test system from sample 
preparation to detection.  It is recommended to spike inactivated virus (e.g., heat 
treated or irradiated virus) into real clinical matrix (e.g., BAL fluid, sputum, etc.) for 
LoD determination, since the inactivated virus most closely reflects live virus in a 
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clinical sample. If you are unable to acquire inactivated virus, FDA believes that viral 
genomic RNA is the next best material to use to generated contrived samples for 
testing. As positive natural clinical specimens are increasingly becoming available, a 
known positive clinical specimen as determined by an EUA test can also be used in 
generating dilutions in artificial or real clinical matrix for LoD determination.  FDA 
recommends that preliminary LoD be determined by testing a 2-3 fold dilution series of 
three replicates per concentration. The final LoD concentration should be confirmed 
by testing 20 extraction replicates. FDA defines LoD as the lowest concentration at 
which 19/20 replicates are positive. If multiple clinical matrices are intended for 
clinical testing, you should submit to FDA the results from one representative matrix 
of each claimed clinical matrix type. For example, if testing common upper respiratory 
tract specimens (e.g., nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs, oropharyngeal (OP), swabs, nasal 
swabs, anterior nasal swabs, mid-turbinate nasal swabs, nasal aspirates, and nasal 
washes etc.), please submit results from the most challenging upper respiratory matrix. 
FDA considers nasopharyngeal (NP) swabs to be the most challenging upper 
respiratory matrix.  If claiming common lower respiratory tract specimens (e.g., 
tracheal aspirates, sputum, etc.), please submit results from the most challenging lower 
respiratory matrix. FDA considers sputum to be the most challenging upper respiratory 
matrix. If claiming both upper and lower respiratory matrixes, submitting results from 
sputum samples may suffice to support both upper and lower respiratory matrices. If 
claiming alternative respiratory specimens, such as saliva, oral fluid, buccal swab, etc., 
please submit results from testing each of the claimed uncommon respiratory specimen 
type. If needed, FDA recommends that you follow the most current version of the CLSI 
standard, Evaluation of Detection Capability for Clinical Laboratory Measurement 
Procedures (CLSI EP17).  
[Please describe your LoD study, the specific material used (e.g., live or in-activated 
viral stocks, viral RNA), and the LoD (with appropriate units) for your assay]  

 

2) Inclusivity (analytical sensitivity):  
Laboratories should document the results of an inclusivity study that demonstrates the 
strains of SAR-CoV-2 that can be detected by the proposed molecular assay. It is 
acceptable to conduct an in silico analysis of published SARS-CoV-2 sequences using 
the assay’s primers and probes. FDA anticipates that 100% of published SAR-CoV-2 
sequences will be detectable with the selected primers and probes. 

[Please describe your Inclusivity study and confirm that there was 100% detection 
of all SARS-CoV-2 strains.]   

3) Cross-reactivity (Analytical Specificity):   
 

Cross-reactivity studies are performed to demonstrate that the test does not react with 
related pathogens, high prevalence disease agents and normal or pathogenic flora that 
are reasonably likely to be encountered in the clinical specimen. The recommended 
list of organisms to be analyzed in silico and by wet testing is provided in the table 
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